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Fig: 216. Upper level plan, not to scale (Author 2010)
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Fig: 217. Lower level plan, not to scale (Author 2010)
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Fig: 219. Section BB, not to scale (Author 2010)
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Fig. 221. Section DD, not to scale (Author 2010)
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Fig: 222. Section EE, not to scale (Author 2010)
Fig. 223. Rendering of aerial view of pedestrian bridge (Author 2010)
Fig:224. Day time rendering of lower terrace (Author 2010)
Fig 225. Night time rendering of lower terrace (Author 2010)
Fig:227. View of elevator shaft and viewing platform (Author 2010)

Fig:228. View of Entrance Square (Author 2010)

Fig:229. Birds eye view of intervention (Author 2010)
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Fig:230. Photo of bunker A (Author 2010)

Fig:231. Photo of pedestrian crossing to station (Author 2010)

Fig:232. Birds eye view of intervention (Author 2010)
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Fig:233. Birds eye view of intervention (Author 2010)